
Welcome To

Digital Intelligence for Maintenance Technicians 
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The Challenge for 
Utility Operators

To optimise the availability and efficiency of our 
clients’ generating and distribution assets 

Equipment downtime results in:

Revenue loss

Brand damage
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Additional costs

Diminishes customer confidence



The Challenge In Perspective
Fragmented Systems Manual Processes

Lack of Automation Knowledge Retention

ERP Maintenance 
Management

Document 
Management

Handwritten 
Forms

Electronic 
Forms

Manual 
Reports

Spares 
Ordering

Tool 
Requesting

Knowledge

Analytics
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Business Impacts

At a medium-size 
power plant, 1% 
change in plant 

availability could have a 
$3.5 million revenue 

impact

Fewer than 24% of 
operators describe their 
maintenance approach 
as being a predictive 

one

According to 
Aberdeen, 

unplanned Utility 
downtime can cost 
companies as much 
$260,000 per hour

Capital expenditures 
continue to rise, with an 
increase in 2018 of 14 

percent, to reach an all-
time high of $133.8 

billion for the 50 electric 
and gas utilities S&P 

Global tracks annually.
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Today the Energy Industry...



Transforming Maintenance 

AI works like a human brain, 
but with advanced analytic 

and processing power

Artificial Intelligence and is the overarching name for 
software capable of performing tasks a computer would 
otherwise need user input to comprehend.

Machine learning, an application of AI, is where a system 
can be set up to learn and self-improve as it performs a task, 
refining over time through strategic trial and error.

Our unique utilisation of these technologies allows us to 
perform tasks such as skilled analysis, pattern recognition, 
image and speech recognition, analysis of massive amounts 
of data, and sophisticated decision making.
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With Artificial Intelligence and Machine Learning



Achieving Optimised Equipment 
Availability and Efficiency

Requires a system that:

provides the right technical information at the 
right time and place

instructs and guides the technician

ensures spares are available to the technician

ensures the right tools are available to the 
technician
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LexX
is the System
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To Bring Digital Transformation 
to your Operations



Providing a natural language interface to Systems of 
Record (ERP, Maintenance and Document Management)

Utilising any device (phones, tablets, etc.) to provide 
solutions at the right time and place

Is a digital intelligent system that learns from:

• Asset behaviour
• Technician behaviour
• Organisational Data

Guiding and instructing the technician enabling 
rapid fault resolution 

LexX

Works By:
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How our Technology Works

LexX utilises AI and Machine 
Learning to learn over time 

from your organisational 
data, technician interaction, 
and equipment behaviour, 
so that troubleshooting is 

continually refined. 
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LexX Ingests all technical 
information (digital and 

handwritten) and 
structures the data in a 

unique manner to 
facilitate the AI and NLP 

capabilities of LexX.

This information is used to 
provide solutions and guide 

the technician through Natural 
Language interaction (in 

Chatbot style, like having an 
instant messaging discussion 

with a human)



LexX Delivers. Enables. Empowers. 

• Make all technical information available though one platform

• Unlocks inherent knowledge in underutilised data 

• Enables the ongoing capture of field experience 

• Provides data-driven insights 

• Improves:

• overall troubleshooting timeframes

• ‘time-on-tool’ and overall efficiency of technicians 

• confidence of newly trained technicians 

LexX meets the Challenge:
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Better Maintenance 
Decisions, Faster



LexX Innovation Features
Automated ingestion of technical documentation 

Digitisation of handwritten documentation (OCR)

Intelligent access to structured storage of documentation

Natural Language Processing through Chatbot-like interactions

Image Processing for parts recognition 

Machine Learning from asset and user behaviour

Open source structure allows easy integration with other systems 

User-friendly Interface that’s intuitive and easy to use 

Augmented Reality and IoT technologies (the future of the LexX Platform)
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Improved plant 
uptime and on-time 

performance
Decentralises decision 
making and unleashes 

opportunity 

Enables the capture 
and retention of 

valuable knowledge

Improved fault isolation 
resolution times and overall 

operational efficiency
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The Value LexX brings to Maintenance Operations

Empowers the modern 
day technician with a 

modern age technology



Our Vision
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Maintenance 4.0

Maintenance 4.0 aligns to 
the global movement known 

as Industrie 4.0, which will 
revolutionise maintenance 

operations around complex 
equipment by use of new 

and emerging technologies, 
new philosophies and the 

move to a fully digital world.

The Future of Maintenance
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The Way 
Technicians 
Work Today
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How Technicians 
Should Work 
Today
Digital Transformation with LexX

Enabled Maintenance 
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How Technicians 
Will Work 
Tomorrow
The Future of Maintenance with LexX
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Success Stories
“Lets you find the fault and make 

the decision straight away”
EnergyAustralia Technician

“You’re selling the future 
of maintenance”

Tom Barrio, Montebello 
CEO

“There is a looming shortage of aircraft mechanics as senior 
mechanics with their accumulated expertise retire. A lot of deep 

understanding of aircraft systems will disappear. And these days, if 
young people cannot find something with Google, they struggle...We 

are working with LexX Technologies to offset this problem”

Mike Harris, Manager Engineering Technology and Innovation

“…it may help us reduce the TAT of providing technical 
solution by 15 minutes. This number is quite significant if 

the solution is for minimizing operational disruption”
Etihad Engineering Executive

“LexX is addressing a critical challenge that the 
global industrial sector faces amidst a paradigm 
shift in workforce demographics and dynamics.”

Krishna Navalpakkam, Global Strategy

Winners – Schneider Electric Bold Ideas Challenge | Global Innovation Summit
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Our Partners
LexX is a proud partner of the following organisations, 

each experts within their fields
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Why is LexX Unique?

20

LexX is created in the 
Digital age, for the Digital 

age, purely for 
Maintenance Operations
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We believe that the LexX

platform is an evolutionary, 
unique product. By 

incorporating machine learning 
concepts it has set an industry 

best practice of enhanced 
data-driven MRO operations

Frost & Sullivan



EnergyAustralia
POC
Project Focus: 

• Improve organisational knowledge retention 

• Improve maintenance repair time 

• Decrease unscheduled equipment failures

Current Status: 

• Analysis phase examining integrations/priorities 

• Full deployment being planned post analysis 
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Mount Piper Power

Positive response 
from Technicians 
based on  

Positive response 
from Managers 
based on  

• Potential to save millions of dollars 
with improved equipment uptime 

• Ability to achieve ISO requirement 
of ‘Continuous Improvement’

• Excitement about implementation 
of modern technology 

• Support for younger staff without 
reliance on others 

• Increase in correct diagnosis of 
fault 

“I can’t wait to have a modern technology that will 
make our jobs easier... It’s great to have all the info 

at your fingertips, so you can create a plan of attack”
EnergyAustralia Technician
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Operating Principals

Anant Sahay
Founder and CEO
Anant is an entrepreneur, inventor, 
thought leader, published author, 
aviation domain expert, and Data 
Scientist, with consulting, IT architecture 
and project management credentials. 
He is a qualified Production Engineer, 
with MBA. Anant has 30 years 
experience in the aircraft MRO field, 
including 15 years as world-wide 
domain expert for IBM.

Nishant Sahai
Chief Operating Officer
Nishant has served in several leadership 
positions in the aerospace industry and the 
not-for-profit sector, including the process 
improvement group of the Boeing 787 
Dreamliner and Senior National Lead 
Advisor at the Australian Red Cross Blood 
Service. Nishant holds a Bachelor of 
Engineering from RMIT, and a Master’s in 
Business Analytics from Deakin University.

Michael O’Sullivan
Commercial Director
Michael has qualifications in finance 
and law (B Comm. LLB) gained from 
the University of NSW. He has an 
extensive background in building 
businesses including a key role as 
Commercial Director of KAZ Group 
Ltd. Michael has, in recent years, held 
similar roles across a number of 
technology based businesses.
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Our Locations

California, USA
LexX Partner

New York, USA
Marketing
Sales

Sydney, Australia
LexX Headquarters 
Management
Product Development
Systems Development
Support
Sales

Melbourne, Australia
Management
Systems Development
Support
Sales
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Derby, UK
LexX Partner

Bangalore, India
LexX Partner

Beijing, China
LexX Partner

Riyadh, 
Saudi Arabia
LexX Partner



Thank You

CONTACTS

E hello@lexxtechnologies.com 

W www.lexxtechnologies.com

Meet your Challenge
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